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AMP3 – Mission Impossible ?

Brian Lewis - North West Water

Peter Myerscough - Yorkshire Water

Introduction
This paper describes the tremendous challenge posed to the Water Companies by the Unsatisfactory
Intermittent Discharge (UID) investment programme over the period 2000 – 2005. It concentrates specifically
upon the two largest investment programmes, those of North West Water and Yorkshire Water. These two
programmes seek to address 919 and 1098 unsatisfactory discharges respectively and the challenge is not
merely to undertake the work but specifically to complete it in the time available.

The investment programmes cause a number of timing difficulties but for clarity these can be grouped in four
areas, namely

•  Quality Standards

•  Cost

•  Complexity

•  Implementation

Quality Standards
The initial definition of the investment “need” is based upon designation by the Environment Agency of the
unsatisfactory intermittent discharges.

This definition may apply to any of the following asset types

•  Combined sewer overflows

•  Wastewater treatment works inlet overflows

•  Emergency overflows at pumping stations / detention tanks

•  Wastewater treatment works storm tank overflows

Any individual asset is specifically designated as unsatisfactory against one, two, or all of the standards below

•  Aesthetic FR0466 Assessing the Impact of Combined Sewer Overflows

•  River Impact using Macro Invertebrate Surveys

•  Bathing Water

•  Shellfishery

Although this sets out clearly the classification of the need the extent of the problem is not addressed. Thus
there is no differentiation at this stage within category between a discharge that causes a minor/ slight
unsatisfactory situation and a discharge that causes a major problem. An example would be two overflows both
judged as unsatisfactory against the Bathing Water criteria, with average spill frequencies respectively of 5 and
30 events per bathing season against a target of 3 per bathing season.

The work required to deliver the outputs therefore does not start with a detailed definition of the problem. Instead
before solutions can be developed effort is needed to understand the nature of the current situation, cause and
effect. Not only must the current situation be understood but also this needs to be a shared understanding with
the Environment Agency and the work done needs to be demonstrable to them.
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Once the current situation is understood a solution can be developed and checked against the relevant
standards. For the Aesthetic standard this should be a relatively simple matter. However for the other standards
this can be in itself a complex and time-consuming process.

Overall the work to both define in detail the extent of the problem and then to assess the solution’s performance
against complex standards means that for many problems it will take up to two years to develop the outline
solutions!

Cost
When the investment programme was initially formulated by the Water Companies it was not untypical for
companies to base their cost forecasts upon the out-turn costs from work undertaken in the previous period
since 1995.

Knowing that OFWAT would look for savings on behalf of their customers it was also typical that these costs
were further reduced by efficiencies that the companies offered in their submissions.

However when the “Final Determination” was made by OFWAT, it was noticeable that substantial further
efficiencies had been built into the cost equations for both capital costs and operating costs.

It is clearly not an option to merely repeat the lessons learnt during the last 5 years but essential that new
approaches must be developed that deliver the expected efficiencies but still meet the required standards.

Thus additional time needs to be built into the project development process and in view of the scale of the assets
involved and the difficulties of improving upon the work over the last five years a period of some 2-3 months
would not seem to be inappropriate!

Complexity
It is essential that any solutions developed for individual assets however efficient not only meet the required
standards but also work within the context of the integrated wastewater network and treatment works system of
which they form part.

On a simple level that means that checks are needed to ensure that they do not cause or exacerbate flooding
problems.

However, it is also necessary to ensure that the resolution of one discharge does not impact upon the
performance of other discharges, and to consider the solutions holistically.

For any individual discharge there can typically be three basic solution approaches

•  Separation of surface water from the upstream wastewater network

•  Storage of sewage within the sewer system and again thus reduction in discharge

•  Increased pass forward of flow to the downstream wastewater network or wastewater treatment works

For an individual problem there are thus three basic approaches to consider, however if a wastewater network
contains more unsatisfactory overflows there is the need to consider the interactions and the various
permutations as described below

•  2 interrelated discharges 9 permutations

•  10 interrelated discharges over 59,000 permutations!

For an average catchment there may only be 6 interrelated discharges and a mere 700 permutations. However
in an extreme example a catchment can have as many as 70 interrelated discharges.

In any event it is thus essential that sufficient time, say a further 2-3 months is allowed for to analyse the outline
solutions and identify the preferred approach.
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Implementation
The discharges to be addressed over the period 2000-2005 are spread out across the relative areas of North
West Water and Yorkshire Water affecting both coastal and inland bodies of water.

However, a consistent feature of their location is that they are principally in urban areas. They mainly lie beneath
highways and thoroughfares and other statutory undertaker’s apparatus. Individually these projects will
undoubtedly lead to some disruption for our customers although minimising this effect will be a factor in the
choice of solution permutation.

However as a programme of construction works the potential impact is vastly increased. In the worst case the
impact on a single urban area of construction work at some 70 sites simultaneously affecting all the major traffic
routes would be catastrophic. Thus it will be essential that the implementation of the solutions be phased to
further minimise impact.

Again this will undoubtedly lead to pressure to extend the time allowed for the construction phase, but given the
5 year deadline for completion of the programme instead puts pressure on the delivery of the solutions

Summary
As someone once said “if you wanted to get there you would not start from here”.

From the start of April 1st 2000, the various activities for delivery of the outputs can be listed consecutively with
minimal allowance for slippage. If this is done it leads to the conclusion that a reasonable target date would have
been 2010, or at least 2008.

Alternatively working back from the delivery deadline of the 31st march 2005 it is clear that this programme
should have been started early during the previous 5-year period 1995-2000.

However we are where we are and the Companies have accepted the challenge and we now have to deliver.

This requires not so much as working harder but working smarter and in particular trying to undertake
preparatory work for future stages at the same time as the early work is progressed.

Although there is the risk of abortive work this is the approach that is already underway and which will deliver to
the new projects within budget, meeting quality standards and to time.

Discussion
Question  Richard Ashley Bradford University

My question really covers everything that has been said this morning in the 3 papers and the opening address.
One point has been missed by Charles Ainger and that is the fact that there are significant institutional and
regulatory constraints which stop us being sustainable. The paper on Birmingham’s Rivers showed just how
complex and difficult the issues are. The final paper showed that we are possibly creating solutions which are
not sustainable driven by the wholly unsustainable stupid rules in the Urban Wastewater Treatment Directive.

Answer

I do not believe that the solutions in themselves are stupid. Water Companies are bound by Contractual
obligations. We accept a contract and our performance is measured against that contract. We accept that the
obligations in the contract are defined by the government and its departments / organisations. We do have an
input into setting up rules and guidelines as part of groups advising on water policy , but ultimately we are
contractually obligated to deliver  against government requirements.

Question  John Blanksby Bradford University
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Following on from Richards question, what happens if the AMP 3 guidelines have not got it right and we end up
redoing things in the next 5 years what will the customers think?

Answer

When we develop projects, as part of our planning process, we do try to look ahead to potential future issues but
then have to assess the business risk in our judgements. Ultimately if the "rules" change during AMP3 we have
the opportunity to go back and seek extra finance if this is necessary for new / changed obligations.
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